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About This Game

ABOUT ESCAPE BLACK ORION

In Escape Black Orion you are an engineer working in a mysterious facility code named Black Orion. Something has gone
wrong and now you are locked in the engineering bay and time is running out as gas pours into the room.

Using you wits and whatever tools you can find you must disengage the door locks to escape before your air runs out. Something
is very wrong and you need to find out why but first you need to get out.

EPISODIC STORYTELLING

This episodic story base game is inspired by escape the room style games. Find clues and solve puzzles to unlock the door and
begin your escape from this mysterious sci-fi world.
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Each episode will tell you a little more about the mysteries of Black Orion as well as giving you new unique puzzles to solve.

What is Black Orion?

What is causing the explosions?

Was there an attack?

If so who is attacking and why?

VIRTUAL REALITY ESCAPE ROOM

Escape Black Orion is a VR exclusive, built from the ground up, we wanted to create a visually stunning virtual reality escape
room experience.

Episode 1

Episode 1 will introduce you to the world of Black Orion and its characters. If features the first room you need to escape to
survive. Each Episode will add more puzzles and reveal a little more about this mysterious place.

Episode 1 takes about 30-50 minutes to complete depending on how quickly you can solve the puzzles.
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I love Making History, it is very different from the other Making History's and I like this simplistic style of theirs. It would be a
good starter for people thinking about getting Hearts of Iron 4. There is so much wrong with Kingdom Games\u2019 loosely
Biblical, Action-RPG FIVE: Champions of Canaan, that it is seemingly difficult to know where to begin in assessing it. The game
comes on the heels of its predecessor \u2013 FIVE: Guardians of David \u2013 but falls completely flat in comparison.

Story

King David has become aware that the conquered Ammonites have erected arenas and have been using them to continue their
blood sacrifices to their god \u2013 Moloch \u2013 under the guise of arena combat. You \u2013 under the command of
Hushai, David\u2019s agent, are meant to fight and make a name for yourself in the arenas to \u2018disrupt such
blasphemy.\u2019

Most of the backstory is introduced via the opening cinematic. Once thrust into the game, the story continues in the form of
quests. The problem is that the game propels the story forward at a tremendously slow pace. You have to unlock new story
quests by completing arena combat. But after a while the combat becomes so grindy that you inevitably lose all conviction to
propel the story forward.

Gameplay

The game does allow you to customize your character, which includes a host of options, such as \u2013 gender, Biblical
lineage, skin\/hair color, name, etc.

The gameplay and its mechanics will be familiar to most Action-RPG players. A unique difference to most games within the
genre is that you can equip all the different weapon\/armor types right from the get go. With each different weapon type
equipped, you get a new set of skills to use. You immediately get two basic skills per weapon type but have to invest kills into
that weapon type in order to unlock four additional skills. It\u2019s important to note that when you unlock skills, you
unlock them permanently. They are not bound to the weapon you\u2019re using but the type of weapon.

The mechanics can be enjoyable at times until you look underneath the paint. You\u2019ll experience mobs getting stuck on
walls\/edges, poor pathfinding, weapons that don\u2019t behave as they should. The bow isn\u2019t able to perform critical
strikes as an example despite having a skill that boosts critical chance.

Graphics

Dull and uninspiring compared to its predecessor. There are only several arenas in the game and one small main hub area
and the texture work is very poor in addition to missing shadows in some areas.

Music\/Sound

Nothing particularly note-worthy when it comes to the music. However, some of the sounds feel like they are placeholders
from earlier in development and break what little immersion the game tries to create.

Achievements

As of writing this, I can say with certainty that there are at least three bugged achievements. There are probably more but I
haven\u2019t tested more of the ones I suspect of being broken. So for achievement hunters, I do recommend you steer clear
for the time being.

Conclusion

FIVE: Champions of Canaan comes across as a game that could\u2019ve worked as a DLC to its predecessor \u2013 if
scaled down and reworked. Instead, I feel what we\u2019ve gotten is a game that is needlessly bloated, grindy and wholly
deserving of the question: \u2018what\u2019s the point?\u2019. Got this in a bundle and it is absolute trash, animations are
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lazy, automatic fire is a clip of 3 shots played over and over, for some reason all resolutions in the options are repeated three
times and there is some currency in the game called kp and I swear if that has to be bought. All in all this something that
shouldve come from strategy first. Also why is this called cubez its a third person arena shooter with square heads.. Great
Game nice idea but more content will be great. It's free why would anyone not get this!. This game looks and plays as if it
were still in its unfinished pre-alpha state. It has the beginings for a good game but sourly lacks execution and polish. I
suggest staying away from buying this one at any price.. Played both the regular version and this SOFS and I liked more
SOFS, is addictive but also frustrating the fact that people complains about this game because is not 'souls level' but is a
freaking good game at the end with a really lovely story.. Easier than the previous games in the series, which makes it less
frustrating, but also less interesting. The level design is generally good; some levels drag a bit, and the paths through tunnels
could be more clearly marked, but I like the amount of freedom you have in what to build where.

Widescreen is implemented awkwardly; if you click past the boundaries of where a 4:3 monitor would cut off, the edges of
the screen flash red and a "locked" notification pops up. It's ugly, and it's hard to tell at a glance which trees are inside the
boundary and clickable and which are not without hovering your mouse over everything. A minor annoyance, although I do
appreciate that the developers wanted to make sure the game didn't break on non-widescreen monitors.

Anyway, this is a solid time management game, if not a particularly memorable one, and fans of the genre should enjoy it..
The puzzles were a bit complex without any hints at first but this game is great.
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Classic Fun!! The way computer games should be.. Insane mod for an insane game, this should have been in the base game!.
Unlike the fixed cameras in the old game, this one features \u201cover the shoulder\u201d point of view, similar to Resident
Evil 4, and to be honest, it was the right thing to do. It modernizes the gameplay, while still maintaining the horror aspect that
the old game had. As for the gameplay, the controls are quite responsive and easy to learn. Also, unlike the previous games,
whenever you kill an enemy, its corpse will remain on the ground right where you shot it. However, whenever you down a
zombie, you can\u2019t really tell if it\u2019s dead or not unless you hit it once more and see if it reacts. There are no
\u201cblood pools\u201d to indicate if a zombie is dead or not, and it only furthers up the horror element of the game. Also,
whenever you hit an enemy, the blood will splatter around, which is so gory to watch. Depending on where you hit them, you
can remove some of the limbs of the zombies, thus reducing the threat they pose.. It's a great feeling to drive the mech and use
the weapons. As an on-rails shooter it does a great job in taking advantage of VR by making you feel the excitement of the
scale. The downside is that there's a fairly large amount of story you have to sit through each time. If you could skip the
cutscenes (e.g. by pressing a button), I would totally recommend this because the action is nicely immersive, but as it is now, it
fees like you spent a lot of your time waiting, a noticeable disrespect to the user.. One man project done right. Perfect game for
two or three rounds in between while having fun with fast paced fights.
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